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        Never miss our new product announcements and special offers!
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                  SLIDERS
                

                  The world's most innovative and portable sliders designed for consistency, durability, and efficiency.
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SliderPLUS
Transform your videography with SliderPLUS: the ultimate blend of portability, versatility, and advanced features for efficient and creative camera motion in any space.

SEE DETAILS
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                  SliderONE
The compact and portable micro-slider.

SEE DETAILS
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                  WING
Discover the Industry's Best-Kept Secret

SEE DETAILS





    

  

    
      
                  HEADS
                

                  Revolutionary camera heads to expand your imagination and diversify your angles.
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                  HeadPLUS
Experience Awe-Inspiring Control: The Motorized Camera Head Revolution Begins with HeadPLUS.

SEE DETAILS
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                  HeadONE
The Compact, Motorized Pan/Tilt head with Endless Creative Options.

SEE DETAILS





    

  

    
      
                  TRIPODS
                

                  Revolutionary tripods with unique features, delivering the best in speed and ease of use, alongside professional quality.
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Tripod X
The first and only of its kind, a fully motorized tripod. It's here to put an end to the physical challenges and time losses experienced with ordinary tripods.

SEE DETAILS
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          [image: ]Take a look at edelkrone's best-selling bundles with exclusive discounts.

Browse Bundles

        

      





    
      
                  JIBS
                

                  App-controlled, smart camera jib that offers a freedom of movement you need at a surprisingly portable size.
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JibONE
Defy Boundaries, Elevate Creativity: The Motorized and Ultra-Compact Camera Jib Revolution Starts with JibONE.

SEE DETAILS





    

  

    
      
                  DOLLIES
                

                  Take your productions to the next level with edelkrone smart dollies, providing you with infinite virtual track possibilities.
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                  DollyPLUS
Motorized dolly to mobilize your camera and any tripod. Delivers straight or curved camera motions on flat surfaces + wirelessly connects to edelkrone motorized heads.

SEE DETAILS
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                  DollyONE
Ultra portable, motorized table-top dolly to create linear or curved camera motions on flat surfaces + wireless connectivity with edelkrone motorized heads.

SEE DETAILS
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          [image: ]System-Wide Features Guide
We've compiled the unique features of all our products into a comprehensive guide. In this guide, you'll also discover the additional advantages you'll experience when using our products in combination.

LEARN MORE

        

      





    
      
                  STANDS
                

                  Start building your camera setup with a solid foundation. A camera stand is an essential part of most filming scenarios.
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                  StandPLUS
You no longer have any barriers to change the camera angle. Find the angle in which you will make the most effective narration in seconds, increase the expressive power of your content.

SEE DETAILS
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                  FlexTILT
Unleash your creativity with Flextilt - the indispensable camera stand that offers unparalleled versatility and ease of use. Perfect for any shooting scenario, Flextilt is designed to deliver quick and effortless adjustments, ensuring you capture your shots with speed and precision every time.

SEE DETAILS
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                  StandONE
All-terrain foldable camera stand in your pocket with up to 15 lb carrying capacity.

SEE DETAILS





    

  

    
      
                  ACCESSORIES
                

                  Simple yet brilliant tools that need to be in every videographers backpack.
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                  QuickRELEASE
Universal quick release system that enables you to attach your camera to any camera plate or switch between camera plates in seconds.

SEE DETAILS
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                  PhoneCLIP
Allows you to instantly and easily attach your phone to any tripod, monopod, selfie stick, or accessory with a 1/4" screw, in both horizontal and vertical orientations.

SEE DETAILS
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          Influence with us!
At edelkrone, we specialize in creating innovative and user-friendly content creation tools. We strive to provide products that are both simple to use and durable. We're looking for creators who appreciate these values and can help us promote our brand. We look forward to influence with you!


REACH US
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      Get Perfect Product Shots Every Time

 
The SliderPLUS combined with the Vertical Module stands out as the perfect vertical slider solution. It's challenging to find another solution in the market that offers such vertical movement, c...


        
        
        
      Oct 21, 2023
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      edelkrone App on Multiple Controllers DEMO
 
We are very used to control our edelkrone devices from our iOS and Android phones. But did you know that you can use a Mac, an iPad and even Apple Watch to control our devices? This video quickly...
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      edelkrone® App is Now on Your Watch
Free your hands to focus on your creative vision. Seamlessly integrated into our suite of products, the watch app brings essential functionalities at your fingertips.
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                Free & Fast Shipping
All orders are shipped free of charge! In-Stock items are shipped on the same day!


              

            

        
      
        
      

                No Customs Procedures
If you choose "+ DDP" shipping option at checkout, all customs formalities will be handled by us. Your order will be delivered directly to your door with no effort on your side. Learn more


              

            

        
        
        
      
        
        
        
      

                30-Day Refund Policy
No questions asked, 30 days money back guarantee. Learn more


              

            

        
        
      
        
        
      

                Life-Time Insurance
Our products come with lifetime free accidental damage coverage. Learn more.
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